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Project Overview 
The Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) relies on aircraft noise and performance (ANP) data provided by aircraft 
manufacturers to support the calculation of aircraft trajectories and noise at receptors using aircraft performance information 
and noise-power-distance (NPD) relationships for specific aircraft/engine combinations. In the ANP/Base of Aircraft Data 
(BADA) workflow, ANP performance data are also used in the calculation of emissions inventories and air quality dispersion. 
However, not all aircraft in the fleet are represented in the ANP database. When ANP data are not available for a specific 
target engine/airframe combination, AEDT uses a substitute aircraft from the ANP database to model the target aircraft by 
closely matching certification noise characteristics and other performance parameters. A problematic issue, however, is that 
the best substitute based on noise criteria does not always match the best substitute for emissions criteria. In addition, 



	

	
 

substitute aircraft do not capture the environmental benefits of newer aircraft with noise and emissions reduction 
technologies, resulting in overly conservative noise and emissions estimates. 
 
The goal of this research is to improve the accuracy of AEDT noise and emissions modeling of aircraft not currently in the 
ANP database. Georgia Tech will identify and review aircraft not currently modeled in the AEDT and will collect information 
and necessary data to better understand the characteristics of these aircraft. Various statistical analysis methods will be 
utilized to classify the aircraft as different types in terms of size, age, technologies, and other engine/airframe parameters. 
Quantitative and qualitative analytical methods will be identified and evaluated for each aircraft type to develop ANP and 
noise data for the aircraft. Validation data from real-world flight and physics-based modeling will be gathered to validate the 
methods. After validation, the models will be applied to develop ANP and noise data for the aircraft. Finally, recommendations 
and guidelines will be developed for implementing the developed data in the AEDT to expand the AEDT FLEET database to 
include noise and performance data for aircraft currently not in the ANP database. 
 

	
	

Figure 1. Overview of A60 project tasks and workflow. 

The flowchart in Figure 1 presents an overview of the project approach. The first step is to identify the necessary aircraft 
parameters that will be used to better estimate the substitution aircraft. These parameters are already included in the internal 
data (FLEET database) or will be collected from external resources.  

 
Task 1 – Identification and Review of Aircraft not in the AEDT 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
 
Objectives 
The objective of Task 1 is to identify aircraft that are not currently modeled with ANP data in AEDT for noise and emissions 
modeling. In the FLEET database (DB), specific aircraft engine/airframe combinations are defined by a series of ANP and 
noise coefficients that are used with the BADA and SAE-AIR-1845 algorithms to conduct performance, emissions, and noise 



	

	
 

modeling. The FLEET DB contains representative aircraft for the entire fleet, with some aircraft being modeled by ANP data 
and others represented by a substitution aircraft. This task involves the identification of aircraft that do not have ANP data 
and are represented by a substitution aircraft.  
 
Research Approach 
The aircraft not currently modeled with ANP data are identified by reviewing the AEDT FLEET DB and conducting a literature 
survey. The identified aircraft of interest are further investigated to identify gaps between them and the substitution aircraft 
in terms of performance, noise, and emissions. This step involves reviewing the existing literature on these aircraft and 
acquiring the information and data necessary to better determine the engine/airframe characteristics of these aircraft. In 
addition, the ANP data in the FLEET DB are studied to summarize key parameters for which the analytical methods will 
develop ANP data. The existing ANP aircraft substitution methods and the current substitution methods implemented in 
AEDT are also investigated to support the development of analytical methods. As summarized in Figure 2, the FLEET database 
(FAA) contains approximately 3,626 aircraft/engine combinations, of which only 288 have available ANP data. The databases 
below were used to introduce new parameters not already included in the FLEET database. The external data added from 
these databases are sparse, presenting another challenge for this project. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. FLEET Database breakdown with respect to ANP data availability. 
 
Aircraft Database Literature Study 
The main objective of this task is to collect data from various databases for a wide range of aircraft. This information is 
helpful when determining which performance, emissions, and noise parameters will be used for the substitution algorithm. 
In particular, we are interested in the following categories of data: 
 

• Airframe: General aircraft information and classifications (example: maximum range)	
• Engine: Important engine specifications (example: bypass ratio)	
• Aircraft: Information about an airframe + engine combination (example: maximum takeoff weight [MTOW])	
• Aircraft Geometry: (example: wing area)	
• Emissions: Main emission indices (example: unadjusted fuel flow during takeoff)	
• Noise Certification: (example: flyover noise level)	

 
Overview of Tables Available in the FLEET database (Internal Data) and Associated IDs: 
Some of the internal data collected from the FLEET database correspond to: 

• FLT_EQUIPMENT (provides the AIRFRAME_ID and ENGINE_ID for each equipment EQUIP_ID) 
• FLT_AIRFRAMES (contains airframe information that one can access using the AIRFRAME_ID from the corresponding 

EQUIP_ID in the FLT_EQUIPMENT table) 
• FLT_ANP_AIRPLANES 
• FLT_FLEET 
• FLT_ENGINES (contains information on engines and emissions that can be retrieved using the ENGINE_ID from the 

corresponding EQUIP_ID in the FLT_EQUIPMENT table) 
• FLT_ENGINES.MODEL 
• FLT_CAT_DESIGNATIONS 
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• FLT_CAT_ICAO_TYPES, 
• FLT_BADA_ACFT, 
• FLT_ANP_AIRPLANE_NOISE_GROUPS, and 
• FLT_NOISE_CERTIFICATION.	

 
The FLEET database contains 3,626 EQUIP_IDs, 848 unique AIRFRAME_IDs, and 686 unique ENGINE_IDs. The 
FLT_NOISE_CERTIFICATION table has a total of 8,288 records (rows). Amongst the 3,626 equipment types, only 535 (15%) 
have noise certification records. All of these records have a one-to-many match, i.e., for a certain equipment type, there exist 
multiple matches in the FLT_NOISE_CERTIFICATION table. The number of matches ranges from 2 to over 100. There is an 
ongoing effort by FAA to identify a unique path from EQUIPMENT_IDs to unique NOISEDB_IDs; hence, our team will focus on 
collecting noise parameter values from up-to-date reliable external data sources. In regards to noise parameter values from 
the FLEET database, two potential routes for retrieving NOISEDB_IDs are proposed in Figure 3. 
 

	
	

Figure 3. Two alternative FLEET DB routes for identifying the one-to-many choices from EQUIPMENT_ID to NOISEDB_ID. 
 
To create an initial database to utilize for the analytical methods in Task 2, filtering was applied to the original number of 
unique equipment IDs to establish a subset of engine/airframe combinations for which external data would be gathered. 
The first filter eliminated the military and cargo designation codes and the small SIZE_CODE aircraft. The next filter eliminated 
military and general aviation based on the AIRCRAFT_TYPE designation. This filtering reduced the unique equipment IDs to 
2,443. For the remaining EQUIP_IDs, the AIRFRAME_MODEL names were grouped to determine the number of unique 
airframes. With an initial focus on U.S. applications of AEDT, airframe models not operated in the U.S. and the production 
status of the airframe models were eliminated. For future spirals of this research, a broader set of aircraft types can be 
included to extend beyond U.S. operations. These filters reduced the total airframes for which external data are required to 
138, which is manageable. It should be noted that each airframe could have multiple engine types. 
 
Overview of Internal and External Data Resources Collected Thus Far 
To augment the existing ANP database for the unique engine/airframe combinations that do not have ANP data, external 
data sources were identified. The databases considered to populate the extended FLEET DB table (Figure 2) are provided 
below. First, information from the internal FLEET DB is used, and then, various other databases are retrieved to populate the 
external parameters: 

• AEDT ANP (FLEET + FLEET-FULL databases): The most complete performance database available, the FLEET database 
contains multiple performance parameters for a wide variety of airframe/engine combinations. Although it is not 
publicly available, the FLEET-FULL database contains information for all registered aircraft throughout the world. 
Minimum and maximum values for the same airframe/engine combinations are available for certain aircraft 
parameters (e.g., MTOW), depending on what aircraft equipment the airline is using onboard.  



	

	
 

• Cirium DB: No access has been granted to this database yet [1].	
• Janes: Contains aircraft information such as certification date, weight, range, production date, and status as well as 

corresponding engine information, i.e., thrust, number of engines, power, and speed. This database also contains 
wing and fuselage dimensions, maximum payload, and number of passengers [2].	

• EDBv28 [International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), 2020]: This Excel-based database covers turbojet and 
turbofan engines for which emissions are regulated (27 kN or higher static thrust). It contains engine emissions for 
CO, NOx, and UHC as well as a few engine performance parameters, including bypass ratio and thrust rated output 
[3].	

• Jet Engines: Contains engine information only, such as thrust type, SFC type, airflow, OPR, FPR, BPR, speed, and 
engine dimensions [4].	

• Piano v2.2: Aircraft and engine combination data, including wing and fuselage dimension information, weight, 
payload, and SAR evaluations [5].	

• TCDC	
• Bluebook: Contains aircraft/engine combination information such as thrust, maximum speed, recommended speed, 

stall speed dirty, fuel, gross weight, empty weight, range, length, height, and wing span [6].	
• Elsevier: Aircraft and engine information, including thrust, number of passengers, weight, payload, fuselage 

dimensions, and wing dimensions [7, 8].	
• EASA certification noise databases [EASA, 2020]: A very large Excel database consisting of aircraft/engine types, 

effective perceived noise in decibels (EPNdB), and noise levels for lateral, flyover, and approach. EASA is a collection 
of four noise databases that address heavy propeller-driven airplanes, jet airplanes, light propeller-driven airplanes, 
and rotorcraft [9].	

• DGACv2.30: This noise certification database offered by French authorities will be utilized along with EASA noise 
certification values to collect up-to-date noise certification levels [10].	

• Online photographic material: For the purposes of identifying wingtip presence, wing location, and engine location, 
pictures available online have been taken into consideration.	

 
Utilizing engineering judgement and prior research on key drivers of noise, emissions, and fuel burn, a set of parameters to 
define a unique engine/airframe combination were established, which include internal AEDT data and external data. The 
purpose of the additional parameters is to enhance the information for a particular combination so that a better substitute 
aircraft can be identified to represent the environmental impact of that combination (performance, noise, and emissions). In 
Table 1, the first column indicates whether the data have already been collected to populate the extended FLEET table (Figure 
2), the second column provides the parameter name, which could be an existing FLEET DB parameter or a newly added one, 
the third column shows details for each parameter, and the last column lists the exact FLEET DB table where the parameter 
can be found or other details if the parameter does not originate from the FLEET DB. This ANP extension database will serve 
as the basis for the analytical methods approach in Task 2. 
 
  



	

	
 

Table 1. Parameter summary and corresponding database  

Status Parameter Name Details DB/Table 

Y EQUIP_ID Unique identifier for each entry in the Fleet DB FLEET/FLT_EQUIPMENT 

Y DEFAULT_EQUIP_ID The equipment ID to use if there are no ANP data 
FLEET/FLT_REF_ANP_EQUIP
MENT_DEFAULT 

Y Native (1) or Proxy (0) 
Add the following equation: if EQUIP_ID and DEFAULT_ID are equal, 
then give a value of 1, else 0 

 

Y AIRFRAME_MODEL 
Key name of the aircraft; obtain from the FLEET DB; requires mapping 
from other DBs 

FLEET/FLT_AIRFRAMES 
called MODEL 

N Airframe Status 
InP, OoP, OoS (obtain from the Cirium DB); changed column name 
from Aircraft Production and merge with the current aircraft use 
column 

Cirium 

Y DESIGNATION_CODE C, M, or G (sort by this, then eliminate the "M") 
FLEET/FLT_CAT_DESIGNATI
ONS 

Y AIRCRAFT_TYPE C, G, or M (then sort by this and eliminate the "M") FLEET/FLT_CAT_ICAO_TYPES 

Y SIZE_CODE H, L, or S; use to group similar a/c classes FLEET/FLT_AIRFRAMES 

Y USAGE_CODE P, B, C, O, A; use to group similar a/c classes FLEET/FLT_AIRFRAMES 

Y ACFT_DESCR 
This is the group of aircraft to which the AIRFRAME_MODEL is mapped 
if no ANP data exist 

FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANES 

Y 
Use Aircraft for 
Clustering? 

Y or N (will be used for supervised learning)  

Y MANUF_DESC  FLEET/FLT_BADA_ACFT 

N 
Common Aircraft 
Name 

e.g., CNA208 is known as Cessna 208 Caravan to be entered manually 

N 
Aircraft Certification 
Date 

Use current data and augment from Cirium and Janes; this gives an 
indication of the technology level 

FLEET, Cirium, Janes 

Y Engine Manufacturer 
Obtain from FLT_ENGINES.MANUFACTURER, or for jets, obtain from 
EDB v28 

FLEET/FLT_ENGINES 

Y ENGINE_TYPE J, P, or T FLEET/FLT_ENGINES 

Y ENGINE_MODEL FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_ENGINES.MODEL 

Y Number of Engines FLEET DB 
FLEET/FLT_AIRFRAMES.ENGI
NE_COUNT 

Y ENGINE_ID FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_ENGINES 

Y ENGINE_CODE FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_ENGINES 

Y ENGINE_MOD_ID FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_EQUIPMENT 

Y ENG_MOD_DES FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_ENGINE_MODS 

Y THR_STATIC 
Compare information in FLEET DB with the two items below for 
consistency 

FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANES 

Y 
in FLT_ENGINE called 
RATED_OUT 

FLEET DB 
FLEET/FLT_ENGINES, 
compare with EEDBv28 

N 
Max Rated Thrust (kN) 
or Power for TP 

External sources for jets to compare with the EDBv28; for turboprops 
and pistons, we don't have thrust in EDB, get from "Jet-
engines_data_09-13-21" file 

FLEET/FLT_FLEET 

Y FENV_MMO Cruise speed obtain from Fleet DB and cross check with Janes FLEET/FLT_BADA_ACFT 

    



	

	
 

Status Parameter Name Details DB/Table 

N 
Max Cruise Speed 
(knots or Mach) 

Piano first, then Janes, TCDS, Bluebook, or Elsevier; for jets, use Mach 
number  

Wikipedia 

Y CR_CAS_1 FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_BADA_APF 

Y CR_CAS_2 FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_BADA_APF 

Y CR_MACH FLEET DB FLEET/FLT_BADA_APF 

Y MX_GW_TKO Check with external DBs later FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANES 

Y MX_GW_LND Check with external DBs later FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANES 

Y MAX_PAYLOAD 
Obtain from PIANO then, augment with the FLEET DB and compare 
with Cirium  

FLEET/FLT_FLEET 

Y Maximum Range (nmi) Obtain from PIANO DB 
FLEET/FLT_AIRFRAMES 
called MAX_RANGE 

Y FENV_ALT FLEET DB 
FLEET/FLT_BADA_ACFT and 
other 

N 
Typical Number of 
Passengers 

 Wikipedia, then PIANO 

Y Wingtip Y or N Online photos 

Y Wingspan (ft)  PIANO 

Y 
Wing Area (ft^2) from 
Fleet DB 

 
FLEET/FLT_BADA_ACFT and 
check with PIANO, Janes, 
Bluebook, and Elsevier 

Y 
Wing Area (ft^2) from 
PIANO 

 PIANO 

Y Wing Aspect Ratio Calculate  

Y Fuselage Length (ft)  PIANO 

N Fuselage Height (ft)  Wikipedia 

Y Fuselage Width (ft)  PIANO 

Y Wing Location High, mid, or low Online photos 

N 
Number of Main 
Landing Gear Wheels 

Affects approach noise Janes or Wikipedia 

N Thrust Reverser Y or N  

Y Engine Location Nose, under wing, mid-wing, above wing, or tail Online photos 

N Engine Diameter  
Jane's first, then 
TCDS/other 

N Propeller Diameter  
Jane's first, then 
TCDS/other 

N 
Number of Propellor 
Blades 

Big driver for noise Manual 

N Combustor Type To be determined 
FLEET/FLT_ENGINES called 
COMBUSTOR 

Y NOISE_ID  
FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANE_
NOISE_GROUPS 

Y SPECT_APP  
FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANE_
NOISE_GROUPS 

    



	

	
 

Status Parameter Name Details DB/Table 

Y SPECT_DEP  
FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANE_
NOISE_GROUPS 

N NOISE_CAT  FLEET/FLT_ANP_AIRPLANES 

N AC_CODE  FLEET/FLT_REF_ACCODES 

Y ACFT_ID  FLEET/multiple 

Y AIRFRAME_ID  FLEET/multiple 

Y ANP_AIRPLANE_ID  FLEET/multiple 

Y BADA_ID  FLEET/multiple 

Y BADA4_ID  FLEET/multiple 

Y ICAO_UID TF and MFTF only FLEET/FLT_ENGINES 

Y Eng Type For TF and MFTF, obtain from EDB; look to 
Turboprop_engine_data_compiled_09-13-21 for TPs 

EEDB v28c 

Y 
Engine Identification 
(i.e., engine name) 

TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

Y Bypass Ratio 
For TF and MFTF, obtain from EDB; look to 
Turboprop_engine_data_compiled_09-13-21 for TPs 

EEDB v28c 

Y Pressure Ratio Obtain from EDB based on the ICAO_UID  

Y Rated Thrust (kN) TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

Y MK Added Prod Status TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

Y Superseded UID MK added to see the link to new UID  

Y HC EI T/O (g/kg) TF and MTF 
FLEET or EEDB v28c (they 
have the same values) 

Y HC EI C/O (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y HC EI App (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y HC EI Idle (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y HC Dp/Foo Avg (g/kN) TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

Y CO EI T/O (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y CO EI C/O (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y CO EI App (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y CO EI Idle (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y CO Dp/Foo Avg (g/kN) TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

Y NOx EI T/O (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y NOx EI C/O (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y NOx EI App (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y NOx EI Idle (g/kg) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y 
NOx Dp/Foo Avg 
(g/kN) 

TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

Y Fuel Flow T/O (kg/sec) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 



	

	
 

    

Status Parameter Name Details DB/Table 

Y Fuel Flow C/O (kg/sec) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y Fuel Flow App (kg/sec) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y Fuel Flow Idle (kg/sec) TF and MTF FLEET or EEDB v28c (same) 

Y Fuel LTO Cycle (kg)   TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

Y Final Test Date TF and MTF EEDB v28c 

N 
Noise Regulation 
Chapter 

Stage 0, 2, 3, 4, or 14 
EASA and DGAC (French 
Civil Aviation Authority) 

N 
Flyover Noise Level 
(EPNdB) 

 
EASA and DGAC (French 
Civil Aviation Authority) 

N 
Lateral Noise Level 
(EPNdB) 

 
EASA and DGAC (French 
Civil Aviation Authority) 

N 
Approach Noise Level 
(EPNdB) 

 
EASA and DGAC (French 
Civil Aviation Authority) 

N 
Cumulative Noise 
Level (EPNdb) 

 
EASA and DGAC (French 
Civil Aviation Authority) 

N 
OVERFLIGHT 
(CHAPTER 6) 

Turboprops EASA or FAA 

N 
TAKEOFF (CHAPTER 
10) 

Turboprops EASA or FAA 

N 
OVERFLIGHT 
(CHAPTER 6) margin 

Turboprops EASA or FAA 

N 
TAKEOFF (CHAPTER 
10) margin 

Turboprops EASA or FAA 

 
 

Task 2 – Analytical Methodology Development 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
 
Objective 
The objective of Task 2 is to develop analytical methodologies and solutions that can improve the modeling of aircraft types 
(airframe/engine combinations) that are not included in the ANP database. In this process, machine learning (ML) and data 
mining (DM) approaches are employed to analyze aircraft features (both internally and externally collected), ANP data, and 
environmental output data and to gain insights and evidence for better model substitution and approximation. The following 
research questions can be answered while developing these more advanced analytical methods: 

• How to better assign substitutions for aircraft types that are not included in the ANP database? 
• How to better choose representative aircraft models to develop more ANP data with the aim of more sufficiently 

covering the entire population? 
• What aircraft features should be used in the identification of aircraft substitution? 
• How can we make better use of the current ANP data to approximate the remaining aircraft with more flexibility? 

 
Research Approach 
The data-driven analytical methodologies used in this task are primarily based on techniques from machine learning (ML) 
and data mining (DM). The solution for each research question consists of multiple ML/DM algorithms. In general, the 
analytical techniques that are useful in this project can be classified into five categories: clustering, dimensionality reduction, 
regression, feature selection, and data visualization. Table 2 presents examples and objectives for all five categories. 
 



	

	
 

In this project, the data collection and integration (Task 1) and analytical method development (Task 2) have been conducted 
in parallel. In Tasks 2.1–2.4, the proposed analytical approaches are applied to selected problems. However, it should be 
noted that because the master dataset has not yet been finalized, as described in previous sections, the analytical method 
concepts are mainly demonstrated through notional or incomplete datasets. 
 
Task 2.1: Data Visualization of Aircraft Representations 
Because the data integration process combines data from different sources, such as airframe, engine, and airframe/engine 
combination data, to represent an aircraft, an immediate data visualization step can help in interpreting the aircraft 
representation. The objective of such data visualization tasks is to visualize each aircraft in the population while unveiling 
the main characteristics of the population. For example, Figure 4 presents a t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-
SNE) visualization of some typical aircraft types. The t-SNE visualization can also serve as a nonlinear dimensionality reduction 
method, which aims to retain the local structure of data while preserving some of the global structure of the data. Under the 
t-SNE, similar aircraft types are supposed to remain close to each other in a two-dimensional plot.  
 

Table 2. Analytical approach components of the project. 

Method Classification Algorithm Examples Objectives 

Clustering 

k-means clustering 
k-medoids clustering 

Hierarchical clustering (multiple linkages) 
Density-based clustering (e.g., DBSCAN) 

Biclustering 
Subspace clustering 

Clustering groups aircraft types such that 
aircraft with similar noise and 

performance features belong to the same 
cluster. The clustering can be performed 

at multiple levels of granularity, after 
which each cluster can be represented by 

a single aircraft type. 

Dimensionality Reduction 

Principal component analysis (PCA) 
ISOMAP 

Autoencoder 
Uniform manifold approximation and 

projection (UMAP) 

Dimensionality reduction maps data from 
a high-dimensional space to a low-

dimensional space while maintaining the 
intrinsic features of the data. It mitigates 

the drawbacks of dimensionality that 
arise in the analysis of high-dimensional 
data, such as an aircraft representation. 

Regression 
General linear models 
Nonlinear regression 

Regression techniques can potentially be 
used to estimate certain parts of ANP 

data for a target aircraft not included in 
the ANP database or to make 

adjustments in the current ANP data. 

Feature Selection 

Shrinkage methods (e.g., LASSO) 
Tree-based methods 

Information theory-based methods 
Correlation feature selection 

Feature selection for supervised learning  

In general, feature selection selects a 
subset of original features with high 

relevance and low redundancy. 
Depending on the availability of the 

outputs (labels), this approach can be 
classified into unsupervised or supervised 
feature selection. It can help in improving 

the solution of each research question 
discussed above. 

Data Visualization 

t-distributed stochastic neighbor 
embedding (t-SNE) 
Statistical graphs 

Interactive data visualization 

In this project, data visualization can be 
used as an ancillary tool to improve data 

interpretation. It is useful for making 
sense of high-dimensional data with 

complex structures. 
 
The aircraft range in Figure 4 includes a total of 41 ANP aircraft and all aircraft types mapped to them in the current 
substitution mechanism. Each ANP aircraft and the aircraft types under it are in the same color, and the ANP aircraft are 
marked with their names. It can be observed that in general, similar aircraft stay close to each other. For example, the large 
twin-aisle aircraft are located at the central and bottom parts of the plot. However, the current substitutions may be further 



	

	
 

improved because aircraft represented by different colors are still mixed in some regions. The results in Figure 4 indicate 
that the notional aircraft representation in this example is generally reasonable while also revealing some potential research 
opportunities to improve the current practice. 
 

	
 

Figure 4. t-SNE visualization of groups of aircraft models. 
 
Task 2.2: Using Clustering to Identify Representative Aircraft Model Portfolios 
Clustering groups similar aircraft into the same cluster and dissimilar aircraft into different clusters. Clustering is a typical 
task in unsupervised machine learning, with extensive methods reported in the literature. The choice of a specific clustering 
algorithm depends on the objectives of the problem. In this project, clustering can be used to achieve at least two aims. The 
first is to group similar aircraft together and compare the results with the current ANP aircraft substitutions in order to 
improve the current substitution mapping and to identify gaps. Many algorithms in the literature, such as k-means, 
hierarchical clustering, and DBSCAN, can all achieve this objective. The second is to select representative aircraft types from 
the population through clustering. In a basic process, all n aircraft are first partitioned into k clusters, and then, from each 
cluster, one aircraft is selected to represent all aircraft in the same cluster. There are also methods for conducting clustering 
and representative aircraft selection simultaneously. In this example, we apply hierarchical clustering on a notional dataset 
to demonstrate our method.  
 
Hierarchical clustering creates a hierarchy, represented by a tree (often referred to as a dendrogram), of partitions that may 
reveal interesting structure/patterns in the data at various levels of granularity. Hierarchical clustering starts from an 
individual cluster for each aircraft type (at the leaves) and then progressively merges the two closest clusters until all aircraft 
types are in a single cluster (at the root). Between the leaves and the root, this method can output intermediate clustering 
results with any specified number of clusters. The result of hierarchical clustering is deterministic, easy to understand and 
allows flexibility in choosing the number of clusters/representative aircraft. Moreover, hierarchical clustering can 
accommodate different objectives. A crucial choice in the process is the selection of linkages, which measure inter-cluster 
distances when clusters are merged. In the literature, there are four common linkages: single, complete, average, and 
centroid, which result in different natures of clustering. Another linkage, the minimax linkage, naturally associates one 
aircraft with each cluster in the clustering process. Figure 5 presents an example of hierarchical clustering with the minimax 
linkage applied to 24 aircraft types, with each type having only two features. Cutting the dendrogram at a height h creates 
a clustering such that no aircraft in the population is at a distance greater than h from its nearest selected representative 
aircraft. 



	

	
 

	
 

Figure 5. Simple example of hierarchical clustering with the minimax linkage. 
	
Figure 6 displays a dendrogram obtained by applying hierarchical clustering with the minimax linkage on a larger group of 
aircraft. The representative aircraft associated with each cluster are also shown in the dendrogram. For example, when only 
two aircraft are used to represent the population, the aircraft are DHC830 and 737N17. One can observe that different 
classes of aircraft (general aviation, single-aisle, twin-aisle, etc.) can be effectively differentiated from a top-down view of the 
dendrogram. Hierarchical clustering with other linkages can also generate similar dendrograms, yet the processes of 
clustering and representative aircraft are separate. Other than partitioning and identifying similar aircraft groups, clustering 
also has natural solutions for finding substitution aircraft for those without ANP data. Such substitution mappings can then 
be compared with current ANP aircraft substitutions to identify anomalous substitutions, gaps, etc. 
 

	
 

Figure 6. Example of hierarchical clustering with the minimax linkage for a large aircraft population. 
	
Task 2.3: Initial Aircraft Feature Selection 
The motivation behind a feature selection task is that, in any analytical analysis task, the collected aircraft features are not 
equally important for ANP model substitution/estimation or environmental impact modeling. Then, a feature selection step 
can improve the other analytical analysis tasks and advance our understanding of aviation environmental impacts by (1) 
selecting a subset of parameters that best represent an aircraft’s characteristics in environmental impact modeling and (2) 
determining the relevant importance and ranking among the selected features. Because this feature selection step involves 
connections to ANP data and/or environmental impact outputs, it belongs to the category of supervised feature selection. 
Figure 7 shows the basic process of such a supervised feature selection task, which mainly includes three components: 

1. Large-scale experiment: To identify important aircraft features with the best predictive power for key environmental 
impact outputs, such as fuel burn, emissions, and noise, a large-scale experiment is needed to obtain the values of 
outputs through computer simulations. The experiment will be run through AEDT to obtain performance and noise 
reports for each case. The details of the cases are set up by a “test matrix,” which contains information such as 



	

	
 

aircraft type, operation type, stage length, and profile for each case. Both the experimental set-up and result 
extraction are enabled by some existing automated tools. 

2. Postprocessing and result analysis: After the experiment is finished, another step is needed to extract and 
calculate key information from the reports. Specifically, 28 metrics of interest that cover fuel burn, emissions, and 
noise are identified. A complete list of the outputs of interest is shown in Table 3. An automated postprocessing 
tool was developed in a previous project by Georgia Tech, in which noise calculations were validated against the 
noise contours generated by AEDT. At the end of this step, a “result matrix” is generated, where each row is a specific 
aircraft type. The columns of the result matrix contain both aircraft features (part I) and outputs of interest (part 2). 
The complete result matrix table is then ready for the subsequent supervised feature selection task. 

3. Statistical modeling and learning: With information from both the input (aircraft features) and output (key 
environmental impacts) sides, any supervised statistical learning technique can be utilized to learn a group of 
features that are influential in the outputs. For example, the flowchart in Figure 7 applies shrinkage methods, which 
represent a type of feature selection method based on regression. Other methods, such as tree-based methods, can 
also be considered and have their respective advantages.  

 
  



	

	
 

Table 3. Outputs of interest for feature selection. 

Number Category Output Name Unit 

1 

Noise 

Departure SEL Contour Area at 80 dB sq. n.mi. 

2 Departure SEL Contour Length at 80 dB n.mi. 

3 Departure SEL Contour Width at 80 dB n.mi. 

4 Departure SEL Contour Area at 90 dB sq. n.mi. 

5 Departure SEL Contour Length at 90 dB n.mi. 

6 Departure SEL Contour Width at 90 dB n.mi. 

7 Arrival SEL Contour Area at 70 dB sq. n.mi. 

8 Arrival SEL Contour Length at 70 dB n.mi. 

9 Arrival SEL Contour Width at 70 dB n.mi. 

10 Arrival SEL Contour Area at 80 dB sq. n.mi. 

11 Arrival SEL Contour Length at 80 dB n.mi. 

12 Arrival SEL Contour Width at 80 dB n.mi. 

13 

Fuel Burn 

Departure Fuel Burn g 

14 Arrival Fuel Burn g 

15 Departure Fuel Burn below 3,000 ft g 

16 Arrival Fuel Burn below 3,000 ft g 

17 

Emissions 

Departure NOx Emissions G 

18 Arrival NOx Emissions G 

19 Departure CO Emissions G 

20 Arrival CO Emissions G 

21 Departure nvPM Emissions G 

22 Arrival nvPM Emissions G 

23 Departure NOx Emissions below 3,000 ft G 

24 Arrival NOx Emissions below 3,000 ft G 

25 Departure CO Emissions below 3,000 ft G 

26 Arrival CO Emissions below 3,000 ft G 

27 Departure nvPM Emissions below 3,000 ft G 

28 Arrival nvPM Emissions below 3,000 ft g 



	

	
 

	
 

Figure 7. A supervised aircraft feature selection process. 
	
Next, we discuss example results for applying a shrinkage method, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO), 
to select important aircraft features for two key environmental impact outputs: departure 80-dB contour area and departure 
total fuel burn. Figure 8 displays results for the departure 80-dB contour area. The LASSO method adds a penalty term to the 
regression coefficients and forces certain coefficients to zero. As the regularization parameter lambda increases from zero, 
the regression coefficients associated with the less significant features are forced to zero, as indicated by the left plot of 
Figure 8. Therefore, for a sufficiently large value of lambda, only a subset of the original features has nonzero regression 
coefficients and are selected. The “optimal” value of lambda can be selected through a cross-validation process, as shown in 
the right plot of Figure 8. 
 
The cross validation based on the mean squared error (MSE) is essentially a tradeoff between bias, which occurs in simple 
models with very few features, and variance, which occurs in complex models with too many features. In this case, the 
optimal value of lambda and the corresponding subset of features can be selected at the minimum MSE. The notional example 
in Figure 8 uses features from airframe, engine, and airframe/engine combination to represent aircraft and analyzes 
simulation results from 174 aircraft with ANP data. Both discrete and continuous features are included for selection. The 
significant parameters selected for the departure 80-dB contour area include (in the order of the ranking) aircraft type and 
usage classifications, aircraft size code, engine rated out thrust, engine bypass ratio, engine type, number of engines, and 
engine pressure ratio. 
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Figure 8. LASSO feature selection result for the departure 80-dB contour area. 
	
Figure 9 displays feature selection results for another key environmental impact output: departure total fuel burn. The same 
LASSO feature selection process is applied to the same set of parameters as the process for Figure 8. The significant 
parameters selected for departure total fuel burn include (in the order of the ranking) maximum takeoff gross weight (MTGW), 
aircraft size code, unadjusted fuel flow (idle), number of engines, aircraft type classification, unadjusted fuel flow (takeoff), 
engine location, aircraft usage classification, engine bypass ratio, and engine rated out thrust. These two examples represent 
feature selection for individual outputs. It is also possible to conduct feature selection on multiple outputs simultaneously. 
 

	
 

Figure 9. LASSO feature selection result for the departure total fuel burn. 
 
Task 2.4: Hybrid Model Representations 
The aircraft substitutions thus far are one-to-one substitutions, i.e., for an aircraft without ANP data, classified as a “missing 
aircraft,” certain aircraft features are used to identify a “proxy aircraft” among the ANP aircraft that is then directly used to 
represent the missing aircraft. In a one-to-one substitution, all components of the proxy aircraft’s ANP data are applied for 
the missing aircraft. A hybrid model representation aims to find more flexible ways to represent a missing aircraft than one-
to-one substitution. The ANP data of an aircraft type consist of many components, such as jet engine coefficients, 



	

	
 

aerodynamic coefficients, thrust-specific fuel consumption (TSFC) coefficients, departure/approach profiles, and NPD curves. 
Instead of identifying proxy aircraft, a more flexible solution could be to identify proxy components. As a result, for a missing 
aircraft, different ANP data components can be taken from different ANP aircraft. A hybrid model methodology could start 
with the feature selection results from the last section. For instance, to identify the closest NPD component, one must first 
identify the aircraft features that are most influential in noise-related metrics. Then, a proxy aircraft can be selected by using 
that specific subset of aircraft features. In the end, the NPD component of that proxy aircraft is used to fill in the NPD 
component of the missing aircraft. This procedure of feature selection plus proxy aircraft identification is repeated for each 
ANP data component, resulting in a hybrid format of ANP data for the missing aircraft. An illustration of this concept is 
shown in Figure 10. 
 

	
 

Figure 10. Concept of hybrid ANP model representation. 
 
Major Accomplishments  
The major accomplishments for this period performance include the following: 

• A literature study was conducted on databases to collect performance, emission, and noise data for target aircraft. 
• A new template was created for the ANP extension database and external data were gathered. 
• External databases were gathered to augment the extension DB, and the population of these data was initiated. 
• A literature survey was conducted on analytical methods in clustering, dimensionality reduction, feature selection, 

and data visualization. 
• Suitable analytical approaches/workflows were identified and designed for multiple tasks of the project. 
• Proposed analytical methods were applied to notional data sets, and their effectiveness was demonstrated. 
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Plans for Next Period 

• Develop an approach to identify noise certification data 
• Gather engine-related parameters 
• Finalize the ANP extension database to serve as the basis for Task 2 
• Implement analytical methods on the new database, identify gaps in the approach, and refine as needed for 

extension to the remaining engine/airframe combinations within the Fleet DB 
• Continue to gather additional data sources  

 


